The Kaibab Deer Incident:
A Long-persisting Myth
C. John Burk
e

One of the most cherished fables of
modern biology is the tale of the Kaibab
deer. The myth goes basically as follows: x g r e _ _l-?05, a population of
Rocky Mountain mule deer shared a
portion of the Kaibab plateau in northern Arizona with cattle, sheep, and an
array of predatory creatures. The deer
provided coyotes, wolves, mountain
lions, bears, and bobcats with venison
and were compensated in return by a
carnivorous mode of zero population
growth which prevented overgrazing on
their range. In 1906, however, Theodore
Roosevelt proclaimed the Kaibab a
federal game refuge, and h s minions
proceeded t o disrupt nature's delicate
balance, dispersing the cattle and sheep
which had competed with the deer for
forage and eradicating many of the
predators. The deer population, about
LO00 when the refuge was established,
freed from its usual checks and
balances, multiplied vigorously, reaching, jn 1924, a peak of an estimated
hundred thousand animals, only to be
punished for gross biotic hubris in the
classic manner. With the range worn out
by overgrazing, starvation and attendant
finesses reduced the herd, quite ruthlessly and in a few years, to slightly
more than its size at the turn of the
century.
These events have been interpreted
theoretically as a "classic instance"
where "the effects of disruption of
Prey-predator relationship can be readily seen" (Kormondy 1969), or even
more theoretically as a typical example
of a delayed density-dependent death
rate (Lack 1954). Practical conservationists view the situation as "perhaps
the most celebrated of such cases"
where predator control injures the speties wildlife biologists are attempting to
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protect (Owen 1971), while one popular
commentator has noted, "The lesson of
the Kaibab had to be learned over and
over again throughout the West"
(Mattheissen 1964).
What actually happened to the real
deer out there on the Kaibab is not,
apparently, quite so well understood as
the myth would lead us to believe.
Caughley (1970), reviewing ungulate irruptions, in general, within a more
specific study of the Himalyan thar,'
concludes, "data on the Kaibab deer
herd . . . are unreliable and inconsistent,
and the factors that may have resulted
in an upsurge of deer are hopelessly
confounded." Readers should consult
the Caughley article and its sources for
full details of the sequence of oversimplifications and distortions which have
resulted in the Kaibab story as it now
exists. Reinspecting the original documents and publications on the topic,
Caughley discovered that the extent of
the initial population irruption is not
clear. Without question an increase in
deer occurred, followed by overgrazing
and decline. During 1924, however, the
period when the deer were presumably
m o s t numerous, various observersestimated their population as high as
100,000, as low as 30,000, with guesses
of 50,000, 60,000, and 70,000 bridging
the interval. A dramatically explicit
graph, reprinted in many textbooks, the
latest to cross my desk being Invitation
to Biology (Curtis 1972), is based on
the maximum estimate and evolved by
unjustified tamperings with an original
which was itself based on a number of
speculations and dubious assumptions.
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'~efinitionsmay be in order here - the sort
of rapid population increase which the Kaibab
deer achieved has been termed an eruption or,
by purists, an irruption, the latter term
distinguishing the biotic event from what
volcanoes do. A Himalayan that looks something like a goat.

Moreover, while pumas and coyotes
were, without question, removed from
the range throughout the crucial period,
sheep and cattle were also banished; the
reduction in sheep alone from 1889 to
1908 might have totaled 195,000
animals, more than the mule deer at the
height of their profligacy. Hence the
irruption of deer, whatever its extent,
may in large part have resulted from an
increased food supply after removal of
other herbivores which had competed
with the deer for browse. A description
of the fate of the ~ a i b a bdeer as "a
well-documented example of what can
happen when predators are removed"
(Platt and Reid 1967) or "a case where
the role of the predator is plainly seen"
(Johnson, Delaney, Cole, and Brooks
1972) is scarcely justified.
Nonetheless, the incident has exercised an irresistibly attractive force. A
survey of 28 general biology texts2
which have accumulated on my bookshelves since 19Q5 yielded 17 accoun_ts
of the Kaibab episode. Of these latter,,
16 clearly stress the primary importance
of the reduction of predators in causing
the upsurge in deer population and 7
contain variants of the faulty graph. The
use to which the episode i put is in
many ways as serious a problem as the
inaccuracy of the data from which the
saga is derived. If the facts are in
question and the role of the predator
uncertain, extensive theorizing and extrapolations to issues of morality would
seem unwise.
Some retellings are indeed lowkeyed
while others are written in hghly
colored language. Simpson and Beck
(1969) for instance interpret the Kaibab
events as an illustration of "unforeseen
and disastrous possibilities of ignorant
interference in natural communities"
2 ~ i s tavailable upon request; I have quoted
here only one edition of each text.
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B y G e o r g Borgstrom, M i c h i g a n State
University. Due February 1973, 200 pp.
est., approx. $4.50 (paper)
Surveys the global production and processing of the plant and animal commodities that ultimately end up as food and
food products. Professor Rorgstrom analyzes present food resources, nutrition,
and distribution on a world scale and
opens new perspectives on the nutritive
options available to man in the face of
the widenlng Hunger Gap. The necessity
of relating man's quest for food and feed
to the basics of soils, climate, and water
and to the long-term repercussions of
massive food production operations-on
land and particularly i n the seas-is given
special emphasis. The book is divided
into three major sections covering production, utilization and consumption.
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BIOLOGICAL CONTROL
B y Robert van den B o s c h a n d P. S.
Messenger, both of t h e University o f
California, Berkeley. D u e A p r i l 1973,
160 pp. est., approx. $4.50 (paper),
approx. $9.50 (cloth)
Now for the first time, a conclae nontechnical introduction to the principles
and methods of biologlcaf control-the
use of livlng organisms to control pests
-is available to undergraduate atudents
and other interested readers who are not
speclalists i n the field. "Classical" biological control is defined and contrasted
with other methods such as host plant
resistance, cultural control, the sterile
insect method, and genetic control. The
history of its applications is descrlbed
and the ecologlcai implicatlons systematically evaluated. The facilities and procedures for actually carrying out control
programs against certain insect pests and
weeds-and auantitafively measuring the
results-either alone or i n combination
either with pesticides or with other nonchemical methods of pest control are detailed, and representative case studies
analyzed.
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while Nelson, Robinson, and Boolotian
(1970) see them as an example of a
"common consequence of man's attempts t o reorganize ecosystems t o suit
his whims". Phillips (1971) subheads a
paragraph "The Kaibab Deer Disaster"
and Baker and M e n (1971) find the
Kaibab ecosystem "caught in a vicious
cycle". Keeton, in his 1972 edition,
continues t o define the case as a "classical example" of what happens "when
people set o u t t o protect the prey from
their 'enemies' (sometimes only t o
preserve them for their human ones) by
killing the predators," dropping his
1967 description of the villains of the
piece as "well-meaning and misguided"
and man as "the most destructive
predator alive." These are clearly milder
days o n campus and with simple exaggeration Etkin, Devlin, and Bouffard
(1972) strike t h e cadences of an oldfashioned dormitory bull-session in their
claim that ". . . the deer almost
destroyed the plant cover by overgrazing. Whole herds were wiped o u t in
winter and the species might have been
lost if they had not been rescued by
bringing in cattle fodder for them."
I personally blench recalling instances - a t least yearly for more than a
dozen years - when I myself used,
often dramatically and with gestures,
the Kaibab example in a classroom
situation. Science contains a selfcorrecting element, and authors of
general texts cannot be blamed for
accepting the conclusions of specialists
much more than the teacher in the
lecture hall. Still, if as now seems
evident, what these writers claimed is
not justified by the facts of what
happened there in Arizona, the myth
retains at least some value for our times.
With the recent upsurge of interest in
the environmental aspects of biology, so
great a number of similar texts in
general biology, ecology, and wildlife
conservation are being produced that it
is difficuld t o choose the best among
them: The rapidity with which, in subsequent editions of these works, our
authors and/or editors respond to
demonstrations of faulty examples and
spurious interpretations of dubious facts
might well be a very useful criterion for
our selection. One still cannot contemplate the Kaibab incident without
extracting some moral from its consequences; all things considered, Caveat
e m p t o r would seem as good as any.
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The October 1972 cover of BioScience featured a photograph of a
hornbill from Indonesia submitted
by Walter H. Hodge and labeled a
rhinoceros hornbill. Ornithologist
Dillon Ripley properly identifies
the bird as a young male of the
w r e a t h e d hornbill, Rhyticeros
plicatus, which he says is called
"Boerong taun" (the "year" bird in
Indonesian).
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